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Abstract. The present work is devoted to a search for the structural parameter that can be used to adjust the structure of a 
resistive polymer composite material stable against the action of exploitation factors. The objects of research are 
polymers filled with technical carbon. Various approaches have been developed for them to control the stability of their 
properties: application of polymers of different chemical compositions and electroconductive filler with different 
concentrations, grades, and surface modifications. The following main problems have been formulated: based on an 
analysis of physical structurization processes, to reveal geometrical parameters determining the stability of properties 
under the joint effect of the exploitation factors; to adjust the structural parameter that responds to these factors; to check 
its efficiency; to estimate the importance of factors that influence the stability of the properties; and to propose an 
approach to the adjustment of the main material components to provide the stability of properties under the effect of the 
exploitation factors. The structural parameter was adjusted based on the physical principles developed earlier by the 
authors of the present report and other authors, whose publications are given in the References. It has been established 
that the stability of properties to the joint influence of the exploitation factors can be determined by the structural 
parameter that responds to branching of the electroconductive grid in a comparative analysis of the known material and 
the material being synthesized. Its application allows the problem of adjusting the material components to be also solved 
in the case in which identical values of the specific volume electrical resistances are formed for different elemental 
compositions. 

Keywords: composite materials, exploitation factors, polymers filled with technical carbon, structural parameter, 
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INTRODUCTION 

Polymer composite materials have many advantages for application in electrotechnical devices. The main of 
them are relatively low cost of raw materials, absence of expensive technological operations, and limitations on the 
product overall dimensions. They can operate as electrical insulating or resistive materials [1, 2].  

In electrotechnical devices materials are exposed to a variety of exploitation effects that can act simultaneously, 
for example, to the effects of an aggressive medium and increased temperature. As is well known, polymers are 
inferior to high-temperature ceramics, because in the process of their exploitation they can withstand a smaller 
temperature range. However, the working parameters can be improved using specially developed methods, for 
example, by adding nanodimensional filler particles to a polymer, modification of the filler surface, etc. [3, 4]. Their 
effects on the material structure are versatile. Under these circumstances, the structure with stable properties is 
conventionally adjusted empirically. Therefore, a search for a structural parameter that will allow the influence of 
the elemental composition on the stability of properties to be estimated without complex experimental research 
becomes urgent.  

The purpose of this work is a search for the structural parameter that can be used to adjust the structure of a 
resistive polymer composite material stable against the action of exploitation factors.  
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OBJECT AND METHODS OF INVESTIGATION 

The objects of research were polymers filled with technical carbon. Various approaches have already been 
developed to control the stability of their properties, including application of polymers of different chemical 
compositions, electroconductive fillers with different concentrations and grades, and surface modifications [1, 5, 6].  

The following problems were formulated: 
– Based on an analysis of physical structurization processes, to reveal geometrical parameters determining the 

stability of properties under the joint effect of the exploitation factors. 
– To adjust the structural parameter that responds to these factors. 
– To check its efficiency. 
– To estimate the importance of the factors that influence the stability of the properties. 
– To propose an approach to the adjustment of the main material components to provide the stability of its 

properties under the effect of the exploitation factors. 
The structural parameter was chosen based on the following physical principles: 
– Knowledge of the physical and chemical processes of polymer filling [7]; 
– A probabilistic-deterministic model that allows the effect of agglomerated filler (technical carbon) on the 

material structure to be estimated [8]; 
– Models developed for adjusting the properties of the examined objects [9]. 
The electroconductive grids—the through conductive channels—were formed in resistive composite materials. 

The filler particles either form direct contacts between electroconductive particles or contacts through matrix layers. 
The main destabilizing processes occur in the matrix. The provision of the stable structure is reduced to the creation 
of conditions for implementation of ohmic and tunnel electroconductivity mechanisms [8, 9]. In this case, either a 
direct contact between the particles or a contact through an interlayer up to 100 nm is required. These special 
features of the stable structure depend on the degree of branching of the electroconductive grid. Therefore, the 
geometrical parameter that determines the stability of properties under the joint effect of the exploitation factors is 
the distribution of distances between particles in the electroconductive grid that can be changed by changing the 
filler concentration, regulating the matrix volume accessible for the filler distribution, and changing the geometry of 
filler agglomerates. 

MAIN RESULTS OF INVTSTIGATION 

According to [10], the structural parameter D1b responds to the agglomeration-deagglomeration processes of the 
filler in the electroconductive grid and hence, to the degree of grid branching. This parameter is determined from an 
analysis of the texture of photomicrographs of the material structure. The parameter works by means of a 
comparison of photomicrographs of the material with the known properties with those of the material being 
synthesized. The filler-polymer boundaries are identified from gradations of grey color in the photomicrographs 
using a specially adjusted texture parameter that allowed the boundaries with minor changes in the grey color to be 
taken into account [10]. The texture parameter characterizing the autocorrelation of the histogram of joint 
distribution of the second-order brightness, namely, the interrelation between two neighboring points in 
photomicrographs turned out to be efficient. The contours of the interphase boundaries thus determined are 
quantitatively described by the Renyi fractal dimensions [11]. 

The fractal measure was generated by the grid method. The superimposed scales were automatically adjusted so 
that their integer number fell within the photomicrograph. The range of generated scales was limited from below by 
the pixel sizes and from above by the photomicrograph sizes. The plot of the dependence of the fraction numerator 
given by formula (1) on the fraction denominator (the cell size) was constructed. The vertical displacement of the 
straight line on this dependence was designated by D1b:  
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FIGURE 1. Effect of the rubber viscosity on the structural parameter D1b 

 
It is of interest to relate the parameter D1b with the properties of the initial components that affect the distance 

between the filler particles. According to [8], it depends on the packing factor and the intensity of agglomeration-
deagglomeration processes. An analysis of the physical and chemical processes of polymer filling allows one to 
assume that these factors can be regulated by adjusting the rubber viscosity and modifying the surface of technical 
carbon.  

Our experiments were performed with materials that differed by the properties of the matrix and filler. Technical 
carbon was used with different intensities of the agglomeration-deagglomeration processes including grades P-514 
intermediately active, P-234 active, and P-366E electroconductive with high degree of dispersion and structurization. 
Butil rubber (IIR according to the ASTM Standard and BK-2055 according to the Russian Federation Standard), 
styrene butadiene rubber (SBR according to the ASTM Standard and SKMS-30ARK according to the Russian 
Federation Standard), and acrylic nitrile butadiene rubber (NBR according to the ANSI Standard and SKN-40 
according to the Russian Federation Standard) were used.  

The dependence of the structural parameter D1b on the rubber viscosity that determines the effect of geometrical 
reorientation of dispersed particles and hence, the grid branching of the electroconductive filler was established 
(Fig. 1) [8]. 

The experimental dependences of the change in the volume electrical resistance v( )  under the effect of 

exploitation factors on the structural parameter D1b for materials containing different modifications of technical 
carbon are shown in Fig. 2. Here D1b values were obtained for the concentration of technical carbon grade P-234, 
80 parts by weight, in the butyl rubber matrix IIR according to the ASTM Standard. 

The following modifications influencing the agglomeration-deagglomeration processes were used: treatment by 
acetone, oxidation, and deposition of hydrocarbons in an inert medium. Here curve 1 shows v  under the 

influence of transformer oil and enhanced temperature (150С) for 2 months, and curve 2 shows v  for P-234 

without modification deformed by compression at 12 atm. 

 
FIGURE 2. Dependence of v  on the structural parameter D1b under the influence of the exploitation factors  
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It was experimentally established that to increase the electroconductivity, it is necessary to use the examined 
material when the structural parameter D1b is greater than that of the known material being compared.  

The regression analysis demonstrated that the rubber viscosity influences the structural parameter D1b stronger 
that the filler modification. It was revealed that the application of modified technical carbon with high matrix 
viscosity (for example, fluororubber) influences weakly the electroconductivity itself and its stability under the 
effect of exploitation factors. 

Attention was drawn to the fact that when adjusting the materials for electrotechnical devices, it is not suffice to 
consider only the specific volume electrical resistance, because the same values can be obtained using different 
elemental compositions. For example, v = 50   cm  10% can be obtained for the following initial components: 

40 parts by weight of P-234 without modification with a fluororubber matrix; 80 parts by weight of P-366E with a 
butyl rubber as a matrix; 80 parts by weight of P-234 modified by treatment in an inert medium with a nitrile rubber 
as a matrix. The parameter D1b for the above-indicated materials changed by 32% with statistical deviation of 3%. 
The tendency of v  to decrease with increasing parameter D1b under the effect of the exploitation factors remains 

unchanged. 
Based on the results of our investigations, we propose the two-level adjustment of a multicomponent resistive 

material for operation under conditions of joint effect of the exploitation factors: 
1) Based on an analysis of the environmental, technological, and physicomechanical characteristics and cost, the 

matrix material is concretized. Its viscosity is determined.  
2) Depending on the viscosity value, the expediency of modification of the filler strengthening or weakening of 

the agglomeration-deagglomeration processes is elucidated. With increasing rubber viscosity, the influence of the 
filler modification on the stability of electroconductivity weakens.  

CONCLUSION 

Thus, the stability of properties to the joint influence of the exploitation factors can be determined by the 
structural parameter that responds to branching of the electroconductive grid in a comparative analysis of the known 
material and the material being synthesized. Its application allows the problem of adjusting the material components 
to be also solved in the case in which identical values of the specific volume electrical resistances are formed for 
different elemental compositions. 
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